CASE STUDY

Skyrocket Media
“Perfect Pitch has allowed SkyRocket to
become the primary third-party lead source
for three of their partners.”
The Client
SkyRocket is an Inc. 500 company,
ranked number 27 on the 2015 list.
SkyRocket builds and markets web
properties spanning multiple industries, helping companies of all sizes
acquire new customers. Currently,
they run Perfect Pitch campaigns that
provide live-transfer leads to companies in the industries of credit repair,
financial management, medical alert
devices, and debt relief.
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Results
Perfect Pitch has allowed SkyRocket
to become the primary third-party
lead source for three of their partners.
Because Perfect Pitch campaigns are
very easy to scale, SkyRocket has
been able to grow campaigns to a
point where they have helped their
partners increase their customer base
by 2, 3 and or even 4 times. One of
SkyRockets partners even fired their
US based live voice call center partner
because they found the Perfect Pitch
campaign generated more leads and
higher quality leads in a much more
cost efficient manner.
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